AIRTV
Wireless Innovation Group has developed
“AirTV”
which
provides
state-of-the-art
television reception for consumers who have
adopted the “Over The Top” (OTT) means of
receiving their content without paying the high
costs of cable subscription services. WIG has
teamed up with top industry providers such as
MaxLinear (www.maxlinear.com), ViXS Systems,
Inc. (www.vixs.com), and Morega Systems, Inc.
(www.morega.com) for market deployment and
consumer base resources. AirTV's set-top box is
a technology powerhouse that is powered with
a quad-core processor, 60fps 4k ultra-HD
viewing capability, and yet still designed to be a
customer friendly, easy to use practical
operating system. AirTV can now deliver 200+
channels of HDTV quality content via WiFi to its
customers for free without any contracts or
monthly fees of any kind, from anywhere. This
includes premium content providers such
as Netflix, HBO, Amazon Instant, Hulu, Sky
News, ESPN, Spotify, Pandora and many more.
AirTV’s advanced WiFi capabilities allow any smart device (phones, tablets, laptops etc.) to
connect and watch up to 4 different channels simultaneously. The app has built in recording
and cloud based storage capabilities allowing the user to watch their content globally and at
their leisure. This value add creates a portal for recurring revenue opportunities such
as OTT services and IOT solutions, effectively creating new smart environment revenue
streams.

ABOUT WIRELESS INNOVATION GROUP
Wireless Innovation Group, LLC is a multi-faceted, vertically integrated technology company
specializing in developing and delivering to market proprietary "Next Generation" integration of
Wideband Smart Antenna solutions, IOT (the Internet of Things), and M2M (Machine to
Machine) applications and solutions for commercial and consumer applications around the
world.
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AIRTV - (CONTINUED)
A wireless set-top box lets you satisfy today's growing demand for feature-rich interactive video
viewing experiences. Both boxes' two-way IP capabilities support the advanced interactive IP
video applications your subscribers want from Electronic Program Guides (EPG) to advanced
digital TV functionality like Video On-demand (VOD), multiple picture-in-picture capabilities,
and time-shifted TV.


Allows wireless input via a Wireless Access Point that lets you easily position or move
your video entertainment system anywhere in your residence - or even outside without network wires or cables.



Offers High Definition TV (HDTV), with up to twice the color resolution and up to six
times the sharpness of a standard TV when connected to an HD-capable TV



Delivers a direct digital connection to consumer audio and video devices through
multiple interfaces.



Supports Electronic Program Guides (EPG) and Video On Demand (VOD), and Multiroom DVR as well as many Web/IP-delivered applications using rich advanced graphics



Supports secure Digital Rights Management (DRM) with integrated Secure Processor



Supports Over the Air (OTA) broadcast communications via WiFi providing the highest
level of services with zero losses to the RF cable which is typically used in todays OTA
solutions.



Designed for easy launch in IP-based networks. The Set-Top Box is designed for ISPs,
OTT- operators and content aggregators that provide services based on IPTV, OTT and
VoD. AirHDTV contains a whole set of functions that are in high demand with operators,
such as: playback of digital TV channels in high quality, streaming video support, and
video on demand.
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